
Laws like the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) are designed to drive institutions to offer all students  
inclusive experiences. Automatic Sync Technologies (AST) is making it easier than ever for educational  
institutions to provide learning and experiences that are both accessible and engaging.

With AST’s captioning and transcription tools, universities and colleges can make their courses, public-facing 
events, videos and audio recordings accessible. Useful features include:

• Captions and transcripts for live and recorded classes, video & audio content
• Audio description for visual video content to assist those who are blind or low vision
• Integrations into web conferencing and LMS platforms for a user-friendly experience
• Access to professional captioners to meet the ADA’s accuracy guidelines
• Glossary functionality to upload complex course terms, speaker names and more
• Interactive transcripts which serve as notes and studying materials
• Translation features to accommodate non-native students or international audiences 

Our efficient process means you can quickly and easily address accessibility needs at scale, while taking a more 
proactive approach to offering inclusivity at every level of the institution.

AST offers a straightforward, user-friendly experience to make accessibility accommodations frictionless. You 
can request services for multiple courses or events happening simultaneously. Customers can also rely on built-in 
integrations with platforms like Zoom and YouTube to ensure a smooth, efficient process for live events.

Your institution can also benefit from having video and audio content translated in English, French, Spanish and 
additional languages to reach international students and viewers effectively.

AST is trusted by industry leaders, including:

AST’s education team is with you every step of the way to provide expertise 
tailored to meet your accessibility needs.

Essential partner
Committed to helping you create new opportunities 
to advance inclusion at your institution

Specialized teams and technology
Deep understanding of industry needs with expert 
teams and purpose-built technology for education 

Accelerating progress
Helping you engage and include all audiences with 
diverse needs by making your content accessible 
and searchable   

Compliance covered
Helping you meet ADA guidelines and regulatory  
standards specific to education and public-facing events

Meeting the 
accommodation needs  

of diverse student bodies

Executing online 
and hybrid learning 

effectively

Developing  
accessible events  

and programs

Making live and recorded 
video content fully 

accessible to the public

Custom Accessibility & Inclusion  
Solutions Built for the Education Sector

Accessibility and Inclusivity  
Challenges for Institutions:

The AST Solution

Accessibility Made Easy

Don’t Take Our Word For It

Summing it Up

Contact us today to learn more about how we can partner. 

https://www.automaticsync.com/captionsync/contact/schedule-a-demo/

